S6535 SONG OF THE DEAD  (USA, 2005)

Credits: director/writer, Chip Gubera.
Cast: Steve Andsager, Reggie Banister, John Gilbreth, Kate Gorman, Travis Hierholzer, Steve Williams, Conrad Gubera.
Summary: Musical-comedy-horror film with dancing zombies and a rock opera score set in the contemporary U.S. Spray missions intended to protect Americans against the dangerous 1000-year Mosquito Awakening go awry when terrorists pollute the spray with the Jihad Resurrection Virus (JRV) bringing the dead back to life. All across America, the Jihad Resurrection Virus (JRV) seeps into the pores of the dead, waking them and transforming their peaceful corpses into flesh-devouring zombies. After narrowly escaping a zombie attack at the graveyard where her mother is buried Sandy King (Gorman) and her mentally unstable boyfriend Brad (Hierholzer), travel to her father's cabin. There they meet Sandy’s brother, U.S. Air Force pilot Tommy King (Williams) and their Vietnam veteran father Harold (Conrad Gubera). Together they form the frontline against the deadly zombie invasion.
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